Cyber Ctrl PD+
Tokio Marine Kiln provides insurance cover for physical damage to property and the ensuing
business interruption that may arise from a cyber attack.
Who is it for?

Countering the threat

Cyber Ctrl PD+ is aimed at any client that uses
computer systems to control physical processes.
Examples include:

Cyber Ctrl PD+ offers the following elements to
counter the threat of a cyber attack:

£
£
£

 ower, utility and industrial companies reliant
P
upon SCADA systems;
Manufacturers operating distributed control
systems;
Companies using building automation systems
in their office environment

What we cover
Cyber Ctrl PD+ provides a full suite of coverages:
First party costs:
£
£
£
£
£
£

 hysical damage and ensuing business
P
interruption
Incident response costs
Digital asset destruction
Non-damage business interruption
Cyber extortion
Reputational harm

Third party liability:
£
£
£

Privacy liability
Regulatory defence and penalties
Multimedia liability

Our maximum line size is USD 25 million.

Prevention
Complimentary access to XCyber Threat Intelligence
services. With an aggregate 200+ years of cyber
experience in the British Government, the team at
XCyber have advised numerous law enforcement,
intelligence and security services across the globe
on cyber security strategies, including work in hostile
environments.
Response
Access to a 24/7 breach response hotline and
cover for the costs to engage experts immediately
following an attack, including:
£
£
£

 dedicated breach coach to help coordinate the
A
response to an incident;
IT forensics to determine the cause, scope and
extent of the attack and mitigate ongoing harm;
Legal services to determine any action necessary to
comply with privacy and cyber security regulations.

Recovery
Affirmative cover for the cost to repair or replace
property that is damaged as a result of a cyber attack
as well as the ensuing business interruption resulting
from the physical damage.

Insurance Products Cyber Ctrl PD+
Why choose TMK Cyber Ctrl PD+?
£

 yber Ctrl PD+ provides affirmative cover
C
for physical damage and ensuing business
interruption arising from a cyber attack, including
‘Cyber Acts’ excluded under the LMA 5400
Property Cyber and Data Endorsement

£

 yber Ctrl PD+ provides a full suite of coverages
C
but is modular, allowing clients to tailor the
product to their specific requirements

£

 n completion of an onboarding call with the
O
TMK Claims Team, TMK can offer nil deductible
for legal services rendered within the first
72 hours of a cyber security incident.

Why choose TMK?
£

 MK has been providing specialist cyber
T
insurance cover for over 15 years

£

 MK has paid over USD100 million in
T
cyber claims

£

 he TMK claims department has received an
T
‘outstanding’ service quality marque from
Gracechurch Consulting for the past four
years running.

About TMK
Tokio Marine Kiln is a leading international insurer
with a reputation for underwriting excellence,
great people and innovative products. As part of
one of the largest insurance groups in the world,
our underwriters are empowered to assess each
individual risk, to make on-the-spot decisions and to
find the right solutions for our clients’ needs.
The ability to settle valid claims quickly and fairly
is central to our business philosophy, and our
claims adjusters are empowered to exercise their
professional judgement to deliver an exceptional
customer service.

If you want to find out more about this product
please contact our marketing team at:
hello@tokiomarinekiln.com
T +44 (0)20 7886 9000
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